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Recent regulator input and big banks’ efforts to reduce fees and restructure 
policies signify importance of fully disclosed solution 
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Last month, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) announced their plan to “take action against 
large financial institutions whose overdraft practices violate the law” based, in part, on their analysis of Call 
Reports from the $10B and above financial institutions they supervise. JMFA’s December Compliance 
Update reflected on the published Data Point: Overdraft/NSF Fee Reliance Since 2015, noting that most 
of the CFPB-supervised financial institutions do not provide disclosed overdraft programs. 

Over the past few months, several of the nation’s largest financial institutions have announced how they plan to 
handle overdrafts, including some that have restructured their overdraft program with drastic policy changes. 

• Affinity Credit Union: Reduced ATM and debit card purchase overdraft fees from $25 to $15 and 
eliminated overdraft fees for debit card transactions of $5 or less. 

• Alliant Credit Union†: Eliminated overdraft fees and NSF fees on all checking and savings accounts. 
• Axos Bank†: Does not charge overdraft fees or NSF fees on its Essential Checking or Rewards 

Checking accounts. 
• Bank of America†: Plans to eliminate non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees beginning in February, and to 

reduce overdraft fees from $35 to $10 beginning in May 2022. 
• Capital One†: Eliminated all overdraft fees and non-sufficient fund (NSF) fees for its consumer 

banking customers as of December 1, 2021. 
• JP Morgan Chase†: Effective December 2021, customers will have until the end of the next business 

day to boost balances to avoid overdraft fees. 
• Chime (a financial services company): With Chime’s SpotMe service, consumers can overdraw their 

account between $20-200 on debit card purchases without being charged an overdraft fee for 
those with a qualifying direct deposit. 

• CoVantage Credit Union: Does not charge overdraft fees. 
• Discover Bank†: Does not charge overdraft fees. 
• ESL Federal Credit Union: Reduced overdraft fees from $25 to $5 per occurrence. 
• Frost Bank†: Waives fees on transactions of up to $100 when a customer incurs a negative balance 

if the customer has a monthly direct deposit of $500. 
• Huntington Bank†: Offers its 24-Hour Grace feature which allows extra time to make a deposit to 

avoid overdraft fees. 
• PNC Bank†: Launched low-balance alerts and a grace period to help consumers avoid overdraft 

fees, with plans to limit overdrafts to one per day. 
• Power Financial Credit Union: As of October 1, 2021, eliminated overdraft fees, no longer charging 

a $35 fee each time a check or ACH overdraft transaction is paid for a customer with a negative 
balance. 

• Wells Fargo†: Announced the end of NSF fees by April 2022, with a 24-hour grace period before 
overdraft fees to kick in by the 3rd quarter of 2022. 
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As a JMFA OVERDRAFT PRIVILEGE® client, this information is provided in accordance with our contractual agreement. 

Although this is not an exhaustive list, it is based on recent media announcements which have caused quite 
a stir among financial institutions who may be asking, “should I change or stop charging overdraft fees, too? 

Interestingly, 10 of the 15 financial institutions listed above are supervised by the CFPB (†). 

Many of the CFPB-supervised institutions do not disclose an overdraft limit or how their institution makes 
pay/return decisions. They are the ‘target’ of CFPB Director Rohit Chopra’s comments on December 1, 
2021, when he announced two research reports the Bureau was publishing on checking account overdraft 
fees. It appears, from their announcements, that these banks and credit unions are eager to reduce the need 
for the CFPB to find fault with their practices. 

While the CFPB’s comments may have sounded like Director Chopra was giving overdraft programs a bad 
name, that’s actually not what he said. 

“To correctly predict overdraft fees, customers would need to master the intricacies of a broken payments 
system. Believe it or not, many large banks today penalize their own customers based on things outside 
their control like the difference between authorization and settlement, the significance of the timing gap 
between the two, the amount of time a credit may take to show up in the account, the use of one kind of 
balance over another for fee calculation purposes, or the order of transaction processing across different 
types of credit and debits. It’s complex – and differs from institution to institution.”  

It appears that Mr. Chopra is not describing things he wants to eliminate. He is describing what should 
be disclosed to the consumer. 

JMFA has been recommending a fully disclosed overdraft privilege program for over 20 years where 
consumers can opt out of the program or use it when they choose. The program’s approach has always 
been to provide information about alternative solutions before the information about the overdraft 
privilege service. In addition, JMFA provides a program that continuously updates consumer disclosures as 
regulations, technology or best practices warrant. 

Are Overdraft Program doomed? No, they are not. 
While the CFPB-supervised banks and credit unions scramble to avoid supervisory criticism, JMFA’s clients 
continue to educate their consumers about all the ways overdrafts are handled. JMFA’s recommendations in 
our client institutions support the effective use of overdraft privilege or courtesy pay programs. JMFA 
continues to provide a 100% compliance guarantee against federal or state regulatory criticism. We are 
dedicated to offering a solution to help you serve the consumers who want and need an overdraft solution. 

If you have any questions or comments about the topic in this compliance communication or any others, please 
contact your JMFA Relationship Manager directly, or email us at compliance@JMFA.com. 
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